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Completely read all the instructions before installation

Improper installation will void warranty

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

Tools needed: Remove the OEM tail gate cap Remove the Anzo Spoiler 5 function

8mm Socket by pulling apart the tail gate cap out of its box.

Wire Splice Connector from the clips.

Step 4 Step 5 Step 6

Disconnect the Anzo Spoiler Slide the part of Anzo Spoiler wire Pull out the wire loom through

wire loom connectors. loom connected to the Spoiler the opening within the bottom

through the opening within the of the tail gate.

the top of the tail gate.

Step 7 Step 8 Step 9

Connect the two wire loom Remove the passenger side tail Remove the reverse and the brake

connectors back into its place. light by removing the two 8mm light bulbs from its sockets.



Step 10 Step 11 Step 12

Splice the white Anzo Spoiler Re-install the passenger tail light Align the Anzo Spoiler 5 function

power source wire to the red by reversing steps 6 and 7. along the clips of the tail gate.

reverse light power source wire.

Step 13 Step 14 Step 15

Firmly push in the Anzo Spoiler Connect the 5 function harness to Test all functions before operating

5 function until it is securely the hitch outlet. the vehicle.

AnzoUSA™ products are covered, by a limited one (1) year warranty, to be free of manufacturer’s defects. However, certain AnzoUSA™ 

product categories have warranty policies which differs from this standard, please contact your representative for detailed category

information. Damage due to improper installation or road hazards are not covered.  Seller and manufacturers’ only obligations shall be to

replace the product proven to be defective. Neither seller nor manufacturer shall be liable for any injury, loss or damage, direct or 

consequential, arising out of the use of or the inability to use the product. Before using, user shall determine the suitability of the

product for its intended use, and user assumes all risk and liability whatsoever in connection therewith.
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Remove the Anzo Spoiler 5 function


